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THE LOST ART OF APT DESCRIPTION
Do chefs realize the damage they are inflicting upon
the industry with inaccurately described menus?
I often find that chefs use improvised or inaccurate
des criptions on menus as an attempt to show their
sophistication and understanding of the dish they
are preparing.  
What often occurs is misleading, confusing and frus-
trating to customers. What’s worse, it misinforms the
public, who now have to be re-educated by another
chef who is better informed. 
The chef should be an educator - teaching customers
about good food and how it should be interpreted.
In this way, terms evolve into a consistent general
standard of expression across the whole industry to
become a unique language - one of many components
that make up a discipline or a para-profession. 
I could provide hundreds of bad examples, however
just to demonstrate a few recent experiences on
menus: “cartoccio” - why not the recognized “en
papillote” which is better known? “Blue eye ragu” -
why not a matelote (a ragu refers to meat and matelote
is a fish stew)? “A warming soup” - is this a euphemism
for “served not quite hot”, or should it be a winter
warming soup? “Marinated” pears in cointreau fruits
are not marinated but macerated. Look around and
you easily will find more.
There is also a new breed of chef full of kitchen col-
loquialisms such as twice baked, freshly skinned,
slow cooked and confit. All are examples of widely
used euphemisms and expressions adopted not
because they describe the technique or method but
as an attempt to be contemporary.
In the past professionally trained waiters could
accurately explain items on a menu, but nowadays
we appear to have a lot of parttime food carriers with
little knowledge of culinary terms.
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This issue you’ll
notice something
new – the
FACE2FACE logo
which you can see
opposite is next 

to several stories in our list of
contents and can be also found
on various stories throughout
this issue.

Whenever you see the
FACE2FACE symbol, it means
you can watch an online
interview with the subject of
our story on the Foodservice
Gateway website (www.food
servicegateway.com.au).

So to get even more out of this
issue, make sure you visit 
the site and check out these
videoclips for more personal
insights from our interview
subjects, plus tips and hints
about optimising your use 
of the products featured in
these pages. Michael Fletcher’s

professional journey
has taken him from
Australia to Vietnam,
Papua New Guinea
and the Caribbean,
providing him with 
the opportunity to ex-
perience first-hand
many of the divergent 
as pects of hospitality. 
FFrom international hotels to cruise ships,

product manufacturing to management,

Michael has absorbed a great deal of what

this fascinating industry has to offer. Now

back in Australia and working for the past

six years as Executive Chef of the massive

and award-winning Gold Coast Convention

and Exhibition Centre, Michael has drawn

on his extensive knowledge to consolidate a

new approach to function catering – using

the “21st century kitchen”.

So how did this long learning experience 

begin? “My father owned an engineering

com pany,” Michael remembers, “and one

school holiday I went up to Peak Downs

mining camp in Queensland. The food was

really good there and I remember being 

impressed. My Dad wanted me to be an 

engineer but I didn’t really have the will do it

and started thinking about what else I might

like to do. About six months later I started as

an apprentice at the Queensland Cricketers

Club who were doing upmarket dining. I had

just started year 12 and figured if I didn’t

like it I’d just go back to school.

The chef was a Swiss gent by the name of

Rolf Rodino who taught us a good work

ethic and also what life was like overseas. As a

fifth generation Aussie, I wanted to understand

European food influences, so I went and

worked over there for a while. I came back to

Australia in 1988 and applied for an execu-

tive chef’s job at Lasseters Hotel Casino in

Alice Springs – at first they said I was too

young and knocked me back, but three

months later the chef they’d hired instead

hadn’t worked out so they asked me if I was

still interested.

“I went out there and made a lot of changes –

we started flying food in rather than putting

up with whatever was available locally. I

made arrangements with suppliers in Brisbane

and Adelaide to get better deals – for example
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cooked prawns locally were about $24 a kilo

frozen but we were flying them in fresh for

$18. We put seafood buffets on and people

started to come back to the casino to eat.”

After 12 months in the job Michael was

phoned by the manager of the Jonquil Reef

Resort off Townsville with an intriguing

proposition. “They were going to open up Ho

Chi Minh City and reintroduce hospitality

into Vietnam. He said ‘there’s no one else

there, we’ll be the first’. 

“I said yes and within three weeks I was on

my way there. We had 300 staff for the F&B

department, I had 50-odd chefs as stewards

and we started from scratch. We took over a

local hotel and acquired their whole kitchen

staff, but there were a lot of learning curves

for everyone. Within four months we were up

and running, and in 11 months had taught

the local staff enough English to get by.”

From there Michael worked in Papua New

Guinea before returning to Australia, working

first in Darwin then as Executive Sous Chef

at the Gold Coast Travelodge. Then there

was a stint in Port Moresby where Michael’s

guests included Pope John Paul II before

coming back to Australia to work at Jupiter’s

Treasury Casino and the Carlton Crest Bris-

bane. Looking for a change of pace, he next

took up the job of State Field Manager for

Simplot, selling I&J, Herbert Adams and

Edgells products. “By this time the only

thing that had eluded me was working on

cruise ships, but a mate was working on the

Explorer of the Seas, at that time the largest

cruise ship in the world, so I went there. We

had 1200 staff and three and a half thou-

sand passengers.”

After this Michael spent six months in Viet-

nam as Executive Chef for the Ramana Hotel

in Danang, before taking up his current post

at Gold Coast Convention & Exhibition

Centre where he was able to distill all his

knowledge into the “21st century kitchen”

approach to function catering.

“The concept started back at Conrad Jupiters

with Garry Burgoyne who was production

chef there. The Jupiters kitchen was con-

tracted to provide various prepared items to

the new convention centre which was then

being built and Garry got everyone to start

thinking about improving efficiencies. At

the time there were 147 chefs working at

Jupiters and the question was, how could

things be done better?”

Upon its completion, Garry’s innovative ideas

were soon adopted in the convention centre’s

kitchens. The centre is managed by Tabcorp,

which merged with Jupiters in 2003, and as

Michael points out, “it made sense to use

the large existing staff at Jupiters to satisfy

the new convention centre’s needs. This led to

Garry’s philosophy being transferred across.”

Key to the new methodology was a cook-

chill system. Michael explains, “Everything

was still made fresh and to a recipe. But instead

of making the food in small batches, you

cook in bulk and then refrigerate – just like

the big manufacturers do, but working to your

own quality specifications. You’re creating a

product you’ll use yourself so it has to be a

five-star recipe.

“It’s all about using the technology to its

fullest potential. People still think we’re mad

in the way we do things – but we only use

qualified a la carte chefs, none of them are

from a banqueting background. We create

the plate then work backwards to the com-

ponents. I try to make every plate in less

than five moves – if we’re doing a live dinner

for 2,000 people, we have to do live moves,

ideally you want no more than five. 

“The groundwork laid down by Garry has

led to us having fully mobile kitchens. We

have 11 kitchens here but only two have

static items in them. We have 48 totally mo-

bile ovens, benches, deep fryers – so we can

set our kitchens as and when we need them.

This is essential because conventions are

such a diverse business, you have to be able

to cater for a wide variety of meal types and

cuisine styles. We might be doing a rodeo

convention requiring pies and chips, then a

fashion awards show with $180 menus. It

goes from one extreme to the other – and

this way we’re not stuck with the facilities

we’ve got in any one area, we can improvise

our kitchens as we need them.” ❖

“Everything was still
made fresh and to a
recipe. But instead of
making the food in small
batches, you cook in bulk
and then refrigerate.”

Prawn, avocado, mango 

and tomato tower with 

harissa dressing

E X T E N D E D  S T O R Y
click A R T I C L E S
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This luxuriously rich home-made style

tomato sauce features natural vibrant red

colour and fresher product taste.

A mixture of 60 per cent freshly diced toma-

toes and 24 per cent tomato puree, it also

contains a 6.75 per cent blend of sunflower

and olive oils infused during the cooking

process. This will give your dishes a lovely

sheen and lustre, keeping them moist and

looking freshly made for longer. 

The new sauce is rounded out with sliced

onion, sugar and a pinch of salt. It’s cook-

chill and freeze-thaw stable, and bain marie

stable for up to four hours. 

BUITONI Sugo Lussuoso Pomodoro is the

most recent innovation to join the BUITONI

range which is available internationally

through Nestlé Professional. 

Other products bearing the famous BUITONI

brand include: 

PEPERONATA, a rich full-bodied tomato

sauce prepared with traditional Italian veg-

etables including tomato chunks, yellow and

red capsicum and zucchini and blended with

tomato paste, garlic and olive oil.

PASTA SAUCE, richly flavoured tomato

puree blended with onions, herbs and spices

and lightly seasoned with basil and oregano

to create an authentic napolitano sauce.

TOMATO COULIS, a classic Italian coulis

made with rich tomato puree, peeled tomato

chunks, onions, herbs and spices.

All the above BUITONI products come in

foodservice-sized tins - Sugo Lussuoso Po-

modoro in 2.6kg cans, Peperonata & Pasta

Sauce in 3kg tins.

A true international success story, the

BUITONI brand is over 125 years old and

its essence is kept alive at Casa BUITONI in

Tuscany, Italy, where products are lovingly

developed by experts in Italian cuisine. So you

can rest assured that BUITONI products will

add that authentic Mediterranean flavour to

your menu.

BUITONI sauces are made using only the

highest quality ingredients. Unlike lower

quality tomato sauces, BUITONI is richly

flavoured – so there’s no need to add any 

ingredients before serving.

And to celebrate the launch of new BUITONI

Sugo Lussuoso Pomodoro, Nestlé Profes-

sional is offering foodservice operators a

free copy of the “BUITONI: Savouring Life

the Italian Way” recipe booklet. 

This new BUITONI recipe collection will

provide invaluable inspiration for your menu,

showcasing how BUITONI sauces can be

used across a wide range of meals from

soups and salads to pasta, pizza and paella,

complementing the flavours of seafood, beef,

lamb and poultry.

To receive your free copy, simply place a

turn-in order which includes at least one tin

of BUITONI Sugo Lussuoso Pomodoro

with your Nestlé Professional representative

(limit one book per outlet, 1000 available).

And you can find more details on BUITONI

sauces at www.nestléprofessional.com. ❖

Peperonata Stuffed
Mushrooms 
Serves 12

Ingredients
12 mushrooms (approx 7cm in diameter)
Olive oil 20ml
Crushed garlic 5g
Fresh breadcrumbs 100g
BUITONI Peperonata 500g
Sliced black olives 50g
Grated parmesan cheese 50g; 25g to finish
Chopped fresh basil 20g

Method
Preheat oven to 200°C. Remove stalks
from mushrooms, chop stalks finely. Place
mushroom cups in a large baking pan.

Heat oil in pan, add chopped mushroom
stalks and garlic and cook for 2 minutes.

Remove from heat. Stir in breadcrumbs,
BUITONI Peperonata, olives, parmesan cheese
and basil. Mix well.

Spoon mixture into mushrooms. 

Sprinkle with extra parmesan cheese and
bake for 10-15 minutes until lightly golden.
Serve with salad if desired.

M O R E  I N F O
click P R O D U C T S

foodservicegateway.com.au

BUITONI Italian sauce
range is now even better!
Introducing the latest addition to the extensive
BUITONI Italian tomato and pasta sauce range –
new BUITONI Sugo Lussuoso Pomodoro.
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Left: The Eltham Hotel – 

Eltham, Victoria 

Peter Harris, Head Chef at the Eltham Hotel

in Victoria, empathises more strongly than

do many chefs with his gluten intole-

rant customers.

That’s because Peter himself has coeliac dis-

ease – the medically diagnosed intolerance

to gluten that can only be managed by a life-

long gluten free diet.

Peter has set himself what many chefs would

consider a big challenge – to offer his cus-

tomers as many gluten-free choices on the

menu as possible.

This gargantuan task has been made a lot

easier thanks to Cerebos Food Service, which

has taken the lead in supplying the market

with gluten free GRAVOX® gravy mixes,

ASIAN HOME GOURMET™ spice pastes

and FOUNTAIN® sauces – all of which feature

flavour and mouthfeel that’s indistinguish-

able from the ‘standard’ varieties.

With a little help from Cerebos Food Service

Sales Manager George Patrikios, Peter has

successfully developed a menu that he says is

now 90 per cent gluten free.

“As someone with coeliac disease myself, every

time I eat out I’m very aware how hard it is to

find something on the menu I can eat – so I try

to provide my customers with what I haven’t

been able to get myself,” Peter explains.

“Gluten is a protein found in wheat, rye, bar-

ley and oats as well as ingredients derived

from those grains. But chefs who think that

offering gluten free is just about avoiding

them are underestimating the challenge.

“The big issue in the commercial kitchen is

training the staff to avoid cross-contamination.

You need to make sure your cutting boards

and knives are clean and free of any gluten

residue. If you make gluten free pizzas you

need to use a separate pizza cutter for those

than you would for the standard pizza. If

you’re cooking a gluten free schnitzel you need

to clean the grill thoroughly first, you can’t

just cook it alongside a standard schnitzel. 

“After the training, the second biggest chal-

lenge was in finding gluten free product. But

Cerebos have been fantastic – their FOUN-

TAIN® Gluten Free Soy Sauce is amazing and

has been terrific for us. I worked in Asia for

three years so I have a fair knowledge of their

cuisine and try to infuse east

and west,  but soy is an 

indispensable ingredient. The

FOUNTAIN® Gluten Free Soy

Sauce is very good and way

better than any of the alterna-

tives on the market.”

Peter also uses GRAVOX®

gluten free gravy mixes: “I

was given a sample pack, took

it home and tried it and was

blown away – I thought, wow,

this is nothing like I’ve tried

before! So I phoned the Cerebos

Sales Manager and told them

how impressed I was. It’s great not to have to

make gluten free gravy from scratch anymore

– and because the product is so good, I can

serve it to all my customers with confidence.”

Peter says that the secret to serving gluten

free meals which keep customers coming

back is to ensure the texture, mouthfeel and

flavour is indistinguishable from the gluten-

containing equivalents. “We serve a gluten

free schnitzel coated in rice crumb. We make

our own gluten free mushroom and pepper

sauces using GRAVOX® gluten free demi glace

as a base. It’s all about keeping the standard

as high as possible.

“We’ve also made a conscious effort

to train all our floor staff about food

intolerances. And I like to talk to the

customers wherever possible to see

how they’re rating our food. Just

last night a customer told me our

Asian chicken with gluten free soy

sauce was gorgeous.”

Peter has promoted the Eltham’s

gluten free menu via the Coeliac

Society of Australia’s website, but

apart from this news has spread

primarily through word of

mouth. “It’s amazing how many

people choose the gluten free

options – last Saturday night

we had a table of 20 people who

all needed to eat gluten free. 

So the menu is working and we

are busy. We did 140 last night which is all

we can seat! Not many places these days can

say they are busy Monday through Sunday

and our patronage has certainly shot up since

we introduced these items to the menu.”

Peter’s success has been the subject of con-

siderable focus at ALH Group which manages

the Eltham Hotel. Graeme Asbury, Head of

Food Operations in Victoria for ALH, says:

“Peter’s work shows us that we need to edu-

cate our other chefs that these gluten free

menu items can work for everyone.” 

He adds: “If you had asked me three years

ago I would have said there wasn’t a big de-

mand for gluten free, but now 60 per cent of

our venues in Victoria have some kind of

gluten free option on the menu.” ❖

Going
gluten free
with Cerebos!

F R E E  O F F E R
For your sample pack of 

GRAVOX® click O F F E R S
foodservicegateway.com.au
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Ingham unveils two
terrific value-added

chicken innovations!
Stock up and be in the running to win cash prizes
Continuing its longstanding commitment to

innovation for the professional marketplace,

Australia’s premier poultry supplier Ingham

Foodservice has developed two new products

that your customers are sure to adore!

And simply by stocking up on these surefire

successes and other fantastic Ingham prod-

ucts, you can be in the running to win great

cash prizes.

The first fabulous Ingham innovation is Pop

‘Em Chicken – bite-sized pieces of 100 per cent

Australian chicken meat coated in golden

crumb and free from artificial colours,

flavours or preservatives.

It’s easy to prepare, portion controlled to

prevent wastage, and ideal for takeaways,

cafes, clubs, pubs, bistros, function catering

and school canteens.

With a flavour profile unmatched by any

other value-added

chicken product on

the market, Pop ‘Em

Chicken is versatile

enough to suit a wide

range of appli cations.

Serve it in a salad, in a

sandwich or wrap with

lettuce, tabouli or roast

vege tables, as a takeaway

treat with hot chips, or

finger food with or with-

out dipping sauce. Its use

is limited only by your

imagination! 

“Pop ‘Em Chicken is a

breakthrough product de-

vel oped using the latest

technological innovations,”

says Ingham Group Product

Manager Kayvin JH Li. “It’s

made from whole mus cle

chicken leg and thigh meat,

not formed meat – ensuring a

superior mouthfeel and greater

end-user satisfaction.” 

Pop ‘Em Chicken requires only

minimal preparation with virtu-

ally no effort – it cooks from frozen

in under three minutes in the deep

fryer, retaining its shape, flavour

and mouthfeel. 

Pop your way 
to a fortune!
To encourage foodservice profes-
sionals to try these new Ingham
products, Ingham is running 
a “Pop Your Way to a Fortune”
promotion starting this month
and running until 13 December.

For every $150 worth of any
Ingham or Chickadee products
you purchase, you’ll receive an
entry into the draw to win great
cash prizes. 

First prize is $10,000 cash and
there’s also four lots of $5,000,
10 lots of $1000 and 20 lots of
$500 cash prizes to be won. Just
send in your invoices to Ingham
to enter.

And when you buy new Pop ‘Em
Chicken or Tempura Breast Gou-
jons, you’ll receive an extra entry
into the draw – increasing your
chance to win!

You can find full entry terms and
conditions on the Ingham website
(www.inghams.com.au/foodservice)
along with a comprehensive 
listing of all Ingham and Chick-
adee products, recipes, serving
suggestions and other useful tips
and hints.

Available in 1kg bags for storage conven-

ience and easy product dispensing, Pop ‘Em

Chicken is fast becoming a must-have 

item for numerous foodservice professionals

across Australia.

The second terrific new product is Tempura

Breast Goujons, developed in response to the

strong demand for Crumbed Breast Gou-

jons – which were recently reformulated to

make their taste and texture better than ever.

“Crumbed Breast Goujons are now made

from 100 per cent Australian chicken breast

meat, and still coated in the crunchy potato

crumb that your customers love,” Kayvin

JH Li emphasises. “They’ve been great sellers,

so we decided to expand the range by intro-

ducing a complementary product.”

The result is Tempura Breast Goujons, made

with 100 per cent Australian chicken breast

and encased in a light tempura coating.

Both Tempura Breast Goujons and Crumbed

Breast Goujons contain no artificial colours

or flavours and are an ideal function cater-

ing finger food or takeaway treat served on

their own or with dipping sauce. You can also

chop them and serve in a salad. ❖

Pop ’Em Chicken 

Tempura Breast Goujons 

The Professionals Choice

FOODSERVICE

M O R E  I N F O
click P R O D U C T S

foodservicegateway.com.au
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New Salmon
Solutions from
Pacific West

One of Australia’s foremost suppliers of premium frozen seafood and

pastry products, Pacific West offers an extensive range of value-added

seafood solutions designed to save you labour costs and preparation

time.

From popular favourites like the Crumbed Seafood Basket selection

to Tempura Fish Fillets, Beer Battered Flathead Fillets, Calamari Fries

and Salt and Pepper Squid, you’ll never compromise on quality when

you choose Pacific West.

That’s because Pacific West products are made from natural fish fillets,

not formed product, and value-added using the latest in production

technology. 

Almost all the company’s seafood is wild caught and frozen either on

ship or as soon as is practicable on shore, then value-added while

frozen. And Pacific West sources seafood from around the world,

which enables it to offer products that are otherwise very hard to find.

No wonder then that Pacific West has grown to become the preferred

supplier of many clubs, pubs and upmarket cafes throughout Australia.

The company is constantly innovating its product offering to ensure

it meets the needs of the ever-evolving foodservice market. 

A good example is the Pacific West ‘Salmon Solutions’ range, which

offers flavourful, modern seafood menu solutions which present as

well as they taste. 

Ideal for cafés, restaurants, caterers and function centres, Pacific West

Salmon Solutions has recently been expanded with the addition of

Salmon Roulades. 

New Pacific West Salmon Roulades are packed in convenient vacu-

um-sealed bags, ready to cook from frozen.

They are produced from fillets of wild-caught salmon and available

in two varieties:

Florentine: Wild salmon fillet pieces

infused with english spinach, sour cream, soft cheese,

sweet onion and mixed herbs, rolled in a seasoned

sesame seed coating.

Mediterranean: Wild salmon fillet

pieces filled with spinach, mozzarella cheese, cream,

garlic and mixed herbs encrusted in seasoned black

and white sesame coating.

Both varieties cook from frozen in around three

minutes and are perfect pan-fried, grilled or even

cooked in a sandwich press.

You can serve new Pacific West Salmon Roulades

centre of plate with salad, risotto, pasta or roast

vegetables, or use them

in a wide variety of other dishes to suit a range of price points and

menu options.

Other products in the Pacific West Salmon Solutions range include

Atlantic Salmon Portions, available both skinless and skin-on in 180g

and 200g portions. 

These have been dry-cut to retain full flavour, with each Atlantic

Salmon Portion packed in its own pouch to capture the fresh flavour of

the fish. The salmon has been sourced by Pacific West from Norway.

The Pacific West Salmon Solutions range will be further expanded in the

near future, so be sure to check the website salmonsolutions.com.au. ❖

M O R E  I N F O click P R O D U C T S
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The rich, smooth, savoury texture of

GRAVOX® Celebration Gravy has made it a

longterm mainstay of the foodservice menu

– especially during the festive season.

Featuring sage and thyme herb notes – the

traditional accompaniments at Christmas

time – GRAVOX® Celebration Gravy is an

ideal accompaniment to such seasonal meats

as roast turkey, chicken and pork.

And like the other gravy mixes in the

GRAVOX® range, Celebration Gravy is 

now gluten free, which means you can serve

it to all customers with confidence – even

those with coeliac disease or other forms of

gluten intolerance.

“GRAVOX® Celebration Gravy has been

designed to complement rather than over-

whelm the flavours of festive meats such as

roast turkey, pork and chicken,” says Cerebos

Food Service National Brands Manager

Emil Haddad.

GRAVOX® Celebration Gravy is 98 per cent

fat free, wheat and gluten free, bain-marie

stable and has no added MSG, and all this has

been achieved with no compromise on taste. 

It’s just one of the gravy mixes in the

GRAVOX® gluten free range – all of which

have been designed to take the time and trou-

ble out of preparing tasty, lump-free gravies. 

And because all feature flavour, texture and

consistency that’s equal to that of standard

gravy mixes, you can use GRAVOX® gluten

free for all your gravy needs.

“In these times when more and more custo -

mers are demanding gluten free menu options,

GRAVOX® gluten free gravy mixes allow you

to prepare a superior gravy quickly and eas-

ily which you can safely offer to everyone.”

The other gravies in the GRAVOX® gluten

free range are:

GRAVOX® Gluten Free Rich Brown Gravy,

designed for broad appeal and particularly

suitable for roasts and beef dishes. It’s also

wheat free, 98 per cent fat free and contains

no added MSG.

GRAVOX® Gluten Free Chicken Gravy, an

ideal complement to the subtle flavours of

chicken, turkey and pork dishes. Featuring

savoury, roasty notes to enhance the taste of

white meats, GRAVOX® Chicken Gravy is

wheat free, 98 per cent fat free and extremely

popular as an accompaniment to hot chips.

GRAVOX® Demi Glace matches the flavour

of Larousse Gastronomique demi glace,

without the 12 hour preparation time re-

quired for Larousse recipe! It can be quickly

and easily prepared in minutes and makes

an ideal base for all dark sauces including

pepper, red wine, diane, mushroom, Bordeaux

and Madeira. It’s wheat free and 98 per cent

fat free with no added MSG.

All GRAVOX® gluten free gravies are bain-

marie stable and freeze-thaw stable. And in

addition to their use as gravies, they also

make ideal gluten-free bases from which you

can create smooth textured, rich sauces that

your customers will love. ❖

Gluten free Christmas
feasts are no problem

with GRAVOX®

Celebration Gravy!

M O R E  I N F O
click P R O D U C T S
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CHUX
Superwipes 
offer unmatched
quality!
Now it’s easier than ever to identify your best
choice in cleaning cloths
There’s no mistaking the top quality cleaning cloths on the market –

now that CHUX Superwipes feature the CHUX logo prominently

printed on the fabric!

This new initiative protects against accidental substitution of your

CHUX Superwipes with an inferior quality product.

“As with any market leader, there are always imitators who try to

mimic the appearance of the product, even though they can’t match

the quality,” points out Clorox Australia’s Business Development

Manager Ewen Litchfield. 

“So to avoid any confusion and leave you in no doubt that you’re

purchasing the very best wipes available, we’ve ensured that CHUX

Superwipes are now easier to identify than ever before.”

Ewen explains that while some cheaper brands may look similar

to CHUX Superwipes, they offer inferior levels of absorbency 

and durability.

The cheaper wipes wear out faster, but CHUX Superwipes can be

laundered and used over and over again.

Only CHUX Superwipes provides a complete range of high ab-

sorbency cloths for all commercial cleaning applications, soaking up

all liquids including grease fats and oil. 

The double action holes trap dirt, absorb spillages and then rinse 

out clean. 

Unlike rags, CHUX Superwipes contain no foreign objects, are of con-

sistent quality and can be easily disposed of for maximum hygiene.

Their colours don’t fade or release dye, ensuring your surfaces will be

left perfectly clean.

Made from soft non-woven viscose rayon fibres that are tough and

durable, CHUX Superwipes are available in Regular and Heavy Duty

for any foodservice cleaning task.

CHUX Superwipes are available as individual cloths or in rolls for bulk

use. You can even order a handy CHUX Roll Dispenser which is affixed

to the wall to ensure all staff have speedy access to CHUX Super-

wipes whenever they’re required.

And for members of the Foodservice Rewards program, there are rewards

points on all cartons of CHUX Superwipes – another great reason to

make sure you choose the best quality cleaning cloths on the market! ❖

TM

M O R E  I N F O click P R O D U C T S
foodservicegateway.com.au
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Beef Masterpieces from
Meat & Livestock Australia!
Foodservice professionals across Australia
will recognise the familiar initials MLA as
standing for Meat & Livestock Australia.
But many are not aware of just what MLA
offers the foodservice market.

MMLA represents Australian cat-

tle, sheep and goat producers, but

is not a meat wholesaler. 

Instead, it promotes beef, lamb and

goat, collaborating with the meat

industry to offer red meat infor-

mation through masterclasses, red

meat publications and resources

and its chefs’ club activities.

The latter are run in each state,

bringing professionals together to

share knowledge and experience,

as well as providing the oppor-

tunity to visit farms and

red meat producers,

learn about butchery

methods and sample some

fantastic meals. 

MLA also publishes Chef’s

Special magazine each sea-

son – packed full of informa-

tive red meat content,

including on-farm prac-

tices, international trends

and butchery tips. 

As a service provider to

the red meat industry,

MLA works with the

entire supply chain of

producers, processors,

wholesalers, butchers

and foodservice profes-

sionals. For the food-

service market, it has

developed a number of

initiatives to offer infor-

mation and inspiration

to chefs about a wide

range of red meat cuts

and their applications.

The latest example is

Beef Masterpieces – a

program which focuses

on those lesser-used, non-

loin cuts which are often overlooked on Australian menus. Prepared

and cooked appropriately, these can be extremely flavoursome – and

they’re typically cheaper than the better-known prime cuts. So with a

little know-how, you can easily add some fantastic new dishes to the

menu featuring meat cuts that are new to your customers, and gener-

ate a better profit margin. They’re a terrific way to use quality ingre-

dients while reducing plate costs!

Jake Nicolson 

Beef Masterpieces are backed by Meat Standards Australia, with

clear specifications for each cut to ensure minimum quality standards

and cooking results. The first four featured cuts are Oyster Blade, Bolar

Blade, Flank Steak and Point End Brisket.

Some of Australia’s most reputable chefs have been quick to start using

these cuts and have reported excellent results.

Jake Nicolson, Head Chef at Circa, the Prince in Ackland St, St Kilda,

has produced a signature dish of Belted Galloway Oyster Blade

braised in stout, with creamed leeks and mustard mash. Jake, who

worked at The Ledbury in Notting Hill, London under Brett Graham

before returning to Australia in 2007 to take up a position at Circa,

the Prince, explains how he came to use the Oyster Blade Masterpiece

cut: “We wanted to look at using something new that people weren’t

cooking at home. I decided on Oyster Blade and realised it would

lend itself to a slow braising technique. I braised it in stout and stock

for about six hours which breaks down the fat so the centrepiece becomes

really soft and tender, adding moisture to the meat.”

Jake adds: “Oyster Blade is a really good cut that lends itself to a va-

riety of cooking techniques – this one was particularly soft and

flavoursome. And unlike a fillet or a prime cut which you cook and

serve immediately, Oyster Blade can be cooked a couple of days in ad-

vance, then reheated and served. This makes it great for big functions,

large lunches and so on.”

Matt Kemp, Head Chef at renowned Sydney restaurant Balzac,

trained under Liam Tomlin and worked in Michelin starred restaurant

The Square in London. Back in Australia, he was head chef at Banc in

Sydney for two and a half years before opening Balzac, his own busi-

ness. Like Jake, Matt is a keen proponent of the Masterpiece cuts:

“We use them all – Oyster Blade, Bolar Blade, Flank Steak – in fact

Balzac has established itself as the champion of the non-loin cut. We stay

away from fillet or loin because we want to draw as much depth of

flavour out of a piece of meat as possible.”

The Oyster Blade on Balzac’s menu is braised in beef and veal stock

and beer liquor for eight hours so it’s beautifully soft and tender. It’s

set overnight on a soft press, then pan-fried with sauté of Jerusalem

artichokes, field mushrooms and white asparagus.

Matt says non-loin cuts are growing in popularity all the time. “Part-

ly this is because chefs are becoming more aware of how they have

been used historically in other cuisines, as they travel more and work

overseas. In Asian cookery, for example, you never let any part of the

animal go to waste. And in European peasant cookery, housewives

and home cooks were using these cuts for centuries and still do so to

this day. They know about Oyster Blades and Flanks and how to use

them in general cooking. Whereas here in Australia, it’s the chefs and

MLA who are trying to reintroduce them to the public.” ❖

“With a little know-how, you can
easily add some fantastic new

dishes to the menu – featuring meat
cuts that are new to your customers,
and generate a better proft margin.”

Matt Kemp
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No matter what type of establishment you

work in, as a foodservice professional you’re

bound to be only too well aware of the 

impor tance of choosing a quality cheese.

Cheese is one of the most commonly used

ingredients in the commercial kitchen, a

mainstay of so many menus that you need to

ensure you’re using a brand that offers consis-

tent reliablity, with all the flavour, texture

and performance characteristics you require.

That’s why Perfect Italiano cheese from

Fonterra Foodservices is the smart choice

for foodservice professionals.

Perfect Italiano boosts a rich brand heritage

that dates back to the 1930s when Italian

immigrant Natale Italiano founded the 

Perfect Cheese Company in Melbourne. 

Today the brand continues to uphold the

standards and traditions established by its

founder – it’s made in Australia to traditional

Italian cheesemaking methods and is sure 

to enhance your meals with that genuine

Italian touch.

Among the most popular cheeses in the ex-

tensive Perfect Italiano range are its Parmesan

selection, available in Block, Shredded,

Shaved and Grated varieties for ease of use and

to help you save valuable labour and time.

Aged according to Italian tradition for a mini-

mum of 15 months, Perfect Italiano Parmesan

boasts a distinctively strong, rich flavour

which complements Italian-style dishes.

Perfect Italiano has also established a reputa-

tion as “the pizzamaker’s choice in cheese”,

thanks to the superior stretch and browning

properties of its Mozzarella range.

This has recently been consolidated with the

release of new Perfect Italiano Shredded Moz-

zarella, developed specially for pizzamakers.

A traditional stretched curd

cheese, Perfect Italiano Moz-

zarella has excellent melt-

ing properties, with long

stretch and mild taste. It

blisters evenly to an ap-

pealing brown colour

with minimal oiling off

and comes pre-shredded

for extra convenience.

Queensland restaurateur

and chef and winner of 

the Fonterra Foodservices

Global Pizza Challenge

2010 Simon Best is a

strong supporter of Perfect

Italiano Mozzarella, using it

at his Augello’s restaurant

in Moo loolaba. Simon says:

“We make about 50,000

pizzas a year, and we use

Perfect Italiano Mozza rella

on every single one of them.

It really is as perfect as the

name suggests!”

So try the Perfect Italiano

cheese range today – and see

for yourself that it truly lives

up to the promise of its title!

INTRODUCING
CLUB PERFECT
Club Perfect is a new online initiative for

Australia’s pizzamakers, developed by Perfect

Italiano and Fonterra Foodservices. Member-

ship is free and members receive exclusive

content on all aspects of pizzamaking, from

recipes, tips and advice to virtual online

master  classes. Join up today at www.club

perfect.com.au and learn how to make better

pizzas and do better business! ❖

PERFECT
ITALIANO

LIVES UP TO
ITS NAME

M O R E  I N F O
click P R O D U C T S
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Made in Australia to traditional Italian 
cheesemaking methods

Specialist professional coffee equipment and service provider Tiger

Coffee has carved out an impressive niche in the Australian market – by

offering something distinctively different from most of its competitors.

The brainchild of English entrepreneur George Miller, who created

First Choice Coffee in the UK and sold it in 2006 for £40m (as told in

the book Life in the Espresso Lane), Tiger Coffee was born when

George was buying a coffee in Sydney and noticed that the latest

touchscreen, superautomatic coffeemaking technology was virtually

unknown in Australia.

This is no longer the case, thanks to Tiger Coffee – which offers leading

edge European equipment ranging from traditional, barista-operated

group machines to fully automated, barista friendly or self-service

bean to cup machines like the Black & White3, Tiger and Tiger Cool.

Tiger Coffee is the exclusive distributor of ThermoPlan, the world

leader in bean to cup coffeemaking equipment.

“Thermoplan super-automatic equipment takes the latest engineering

and technological advances to integrate computerized functionality

into coffeemaking,” Tiger Coffee’s Commercial Director Ashley

Meddings explains. “There’s no dark art or secret to brewing good

espresso – it’s a science.”

In addition to the leading edge equipment Tiger Coffee offers, Ashley says

its key point of difference is its “totally transparent” business model.

“We do offer a total solution – supplying the whole package of equip-

ment, servicing, coffee, tea, sugar, stirrers – but if someone wants to

use our equipment and servicing but buy

their beans from a different supplier, we

can give them a cost breakdown with each

requirement in isolation. This makes it a

lot easier to compare costs.

“What our customers get is a very open

supply relationship with a great deal of

integrity: we treat our customers with

respect and understanding and match equipment to their specific 

requirements – rather than pushing equipment onto customers because

it fits our own  ‘free on loan agenda’. ❖

Tiger Coffee brings latest Euro bean
to cup equipment to Australia!
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Why Joel Gottlieb
goes for McCain!

Feros Group Managing Director

Joel Gottlieb recognises the impor-

tance of A-grade fries – not just to

his business but his customers.

The Feros Group operates five hotels

spread throughout metropolitan Syd-

ney – Terrey Hills Tavern, Rocksia

Hotel, Taren Point Hotel, Panania Hotel

and Lone Pine Tavern Rooty Hill- as

well as the Bowral Hotel in the NSW

Southern Highlands.

Each serves hearty bistro food and fries

are a mainstay of all the most popular

meals – complementing the hotels’ schnit -

zels, steaks, burgers and salads.

The Feros Group hotels have built up a strong

reputation for good food and Joel understands

that his customers expect consistent quality

in all ingredients, right down to the fries.

That’s why he ensures all Feros Group hotels

use McCain A grade 10mm Fast Fry fries.

“Our customers like a nice, crispy, long

chip,” Joel confirms. “McCain A grade fries

are always consistent in size, they’re nice

and firm, they don’t break. They’re great for

frying and the price is right.”

Joel emphasises that he wouldn’t think of using

B grade fries: “B grade are often shorter,

they have black ‘eyes’, they break more easily,

and the potato solids content is lower which

means they don’t absorb oil as well, so you

end up with a soggy chip.”

He adds that choosing B grade over A grade

fries because the price is cheaper is actually

false economy. 

“B grade fries might cost 10 per cent less,

but you will probably get 20 per cent less

cost-effectiveness from them compared to A

grade. So in the long run, it makes much more

sense to use A grade – besides which, your

customers will be much more satisfied with

the meal!”

As a loyal McCain A grade fries customer,

Joel was enthusiastic to learn about the new

‘My McCain Fries Advantage’ loyalty pro-

gram, and was quick to sign up.

The program rewards McCain end-users for

rewarding their customers with the best

quality product available.

“We joined up right at the beginning, as

soon as we heard about it,” Joel explains.

“We go through 800 to 900 cartons of 

McCain A grade fries each month, so we 

accumulate rewards points pretty quickly.”

The extensive range of products for which

you can redeem points includes electrical

items, sporting goods, food and wine, accom-

modation, phones, plasma screen TVs, cam-

eras, movie vouchers, family items, toddler’s

toys, kitchen utensils and much more.

Joel needed no persuasion to see the value of

such a program – especially since Feros Group

runs its own, similar rewards program, 

offering benefits and advantages to

its hotel customers in return for

their loyalty.

“Programs like this are always very

good for both the business and

their customers,” Joel acknowl-

edges. “It’s great to see market

leaders like McCain get involved

in these kinds of initiatives – it

shows they recognise the value

of customer loyalty. 

“From our point of view, it’s a

fantastic way to link loyalty

with product quality. What I

mean is, customers like our-

selves are happy to provide

loyalty as long as the prod-

uct’s good and the price is

right. That’s certainly the

case with McCain A grade

fries, and the My McCain

Fries Advantage Program

gives us a strong incentive

to buy the best quality product. That’s got to

be good for everyone – McCain, our business

and our customers.” ❖

BENEFIT FROM MY McCAIN
FRIES ADVANTAGE PROGRAM 
IN 3 EASY STEPS:
1. Register online at 

mymccainfriesadvantage.com.au
2. Collect your rewards tokens from each

carton
3. When you’ve collected 50 to 100 tokens,

print off the submission form from the
website and send in to redeem your points
for great prizes.
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Andy’s thrilled to be at
the gateway to the sun

Andy Cuthbert is an Aussie expat

working in a truly fascinating location.

The Jumeirah Bab Al Shams (Arabic

for “gateway to the sun”) Desert 

Resort and Spa is an exclusive low-

rise resort surrounded by desert, offer-

ing a unique experience true to the

culture and heritage of the region. 

Forty-five minutes from Dubai inter-

national airport, it’s been designed to

resemble a fortified rural Arab village, built in and around an oasis –

with shaded courtyards, walkways and water features, along with

113 rooms and suites across 16 two-storey buildings. 

For Andy, who started out scrubbing walls in his cousin’s restaurant

in Melbourne when he was 16, Jumeirah Bal Al Shams is an idyllic

place to work. He’s been General Manager there since February - after

leaving Australia in 1988, spending four years in the UK then coming

to Dubai with Hilton International and working his way up to executive

chef before joining Jumeirah in 2000, progressing from the kitchens

to front of house and finally to his present position.

Andy’s enthusiasm for the property is obvious and infectious. “We of-

fer a uniquely Arabian experience within Dubai – we’re not located

on the beach like the other hotels. Being out in the desert, we can give

a sense of true Arabian architecture and hospitality.” ❖

Aussies Abroad

E X T E N D E D  S T O R Y
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Shane Middleton and Cameron Wetton have triumphed for the second

consecutive year in the Nestlé Golden Chef’s Hat Award.

The West Australian duo are the first team to have won the national

title at Australia’s prestigious competition for junior and apprentice

chefs two years in a row.

Shane, 20, and Cameron, 21, are both chefs at Perth Convention

Centre and beat seven other finalist teams from around Australia,

achieving one silver and two gold medals for culinary excellence.

Their winning menu featured an entrée of citrus butter baked 

barramundi with beetroot puree and barramundi crackle, yabby and

barramundi tortellini, and yabby and barramundi mousseline wrapped

in leek and pickled beetroot.

Their gold medal-winning dessert was a dark chocolate ganache tart

with mandarin parfait and crushed caramel vanilla marshmallow,

mandarin compete and kiwi fruit coulis.

Competition Director Deb Foreman from the Australian Culinary

Federation said the duo delivered an exceptional menu executed to the

highest standard, adding: “The standard at this year’s national final

exceeded all expectations – it was truly the best yet. Shane and Cameron

were up against some very talented young chefs.”

The 2010 winners will enjoy a roundtrip to Chicago, US in May 2011,

including work experience at Charlie Trotter’s, one of the world’s

best-rated restaurants. 

They will also attend the National Restaurant Association Show – the

largest global gathering of restaurant and foodservice professionals –

giving them the chance to see big-name chefs in action and experience

all the latest industry innovations.

Topping off their once in a lifetime culinary journey will be a tour and

training session at Sysco, north America’s leading foodservice marketer

and distributor.

The Nestlé Golden Chef’s Hat Award is the longest-running chef’s

competition in Australia and is dedicated to the development of junior

and apprentice chefs. Entry is open to chefs aged 25 and under, with

regional winners determined via a series of cook-offs.

The finalists go on to compete for the national title in a high-pressure

competition in which they have four hours to prepare a three-course

meal from a mystery box of ingredients for the panel of judges. ❖

WA teammates are two-time
winners at Nestlé Golden
Chef’s Hat Awards!
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